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By ERIN SHEA

Instagram is becoming a core platform for brands to engage with consumers since it
registers consumer engagement 18 times that of Facebook and 48 times that of Twitter,
according to the latest report from L2 Think Tank.

The "Intelligence Report: Social Platforms" found that the visual component of Instagram
has helped the platform grow to 100 million users with the average luxury brand having
100,000 followers. Other visual platforms such as Vine, Pinterest and YouTube have
grown significantly and continue to be platforms for brands to deeply engage with
consumers.

"For all the mindshare that it occupies, social media ultimately drives very little
ecommerce, less than 0.25 percent, and site traffic, less than 3 percent, for prestige
brands," said Danielle Bailey, research lead L2 Think Tank, New York.

"This is not to say that social media is irrelevant, but it requires a shift in how brands
approach and measure their success on these platforms," she said.

"Rather than direct attribution, social media shines in the secondary effects such as
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search, customer service, CRM, retargeting, engagement and brand building."

The Intelligence Report: Social Platforms study is a comprehensive report that assesses
the presence and performance of 247 brands across 15 social platforms.

Worth 1,000 words
The study found that social media platforms based on visual content engage consumers
more than other kinds of social platforms.

Users on Instagram are even interacting with brands that do not have an official Instagram
presence.

For instance, Chanel does not have an official Instagram account, but it has more than 2.7
million images that have been branded with the #Chanel hashtag.

#Chanel on Instagram

Louis Vuitton, Michael Kors, Prada and Gucci also have strong branded hashtags on
Instagram, but have an Instagram account.

Other visual platforms such as Pinterest and Vine do not have as many users as Instagram
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does, but are still useful platforms to connect with consumers.

The report found that Pinterest seems to cater to brands in the home and design
categories and drives as much ecommerce traffic as Facebook does for these brands.

Nordstrom has the largest number of Pinterest followers out of any luxury brand with 4.5
million followers.

Nordstrom Pinterest

Motion pictures
With Instagram’s recently added video capabilities, consumers and brands have been
caught between it or Vine.

Instagram has 40 times the users compared to Vine. Vine has approximately 5,133
accounts and 35 percent of brands surveyed in this report are active on the platform.

However, Vine does have a higher interaction rate with posts than Instagram, with a higher
percentage of “likes” per post than Instragram.
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Burberry Vine post

Vine and Instagram are not the only video sharing social platforms out there.

YouTube is seeing continuous growth in video views for luxury brands. Dior and Cartier
both have videos with more than 5 million views.

The study found that although it is  difficult for a video to “go viral,” there is a direct link
between the video views on a brand’s channel and the amount of content uploaded.

However, luxury brands should not join new social media if their customers are not there.
Marketers need to find where their consumers are and then create a presence there.

"It's  not about luxury brands chasing the hottest platform, but rather understanding which
platforms make sense for them, determining where they can find the variance by growing
sizable, highly engaged communities and focusing efforts there," Ms. Bailey said.

"Facebook remains the platform with the most reach, but it will come at a price," she said.
"This is a cycle that brands will continually face as platforms mature and look to
monetize their user base.
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"It is  in brands' best interest to use social media to funnel consumers into their traditional,
owned marketing channels to extract the most value."

Final take

Erin Shea, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York 
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